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Easy to Setup

No home control system or software is required for you to setup your lighting scenes on a Scene Switch.

The 4 scenes on a Scene Switch are easily set by first pressing the Scene Switch button that is to
remember the scene, then setting the lights to the desired levels, and then quickly pressing the same
Scene Switch button 5 times in a row. The button will flash to let you know that it has memorized the
scene.

HAI Lighting Control (HLC)
Stand-alone

HLC Products may work as stand-
alone without a home control
system; however, to get the most
basic lighting control system you
must add a Scene Switch, which
can control up to 7 different
switches.

Buttons on a Scene Switch may be
custom engraved so that you may
"name" the scene that each button
controls. Scene Switches may be
installed in the wall or in a table top
cradle that plugs into any electrical
outlet.

One method for single room lighting
control is to replace your regular
switches with HLC switches, add
lamp modules to your lamps, and
add a Scene Switch to set up scene control in a room.

Another method for single room lighting control is to use lamp modules,
Scene Switches in Table Top Scene Switch Cradles, and the HLC Scene
Switch Remote Control. This stand-alone application is perfect for home
theaters, great rooms, master bedrooms & baths, outdoor lighting, and
many other possibilities. 

Examples

The following diagram demonstrates how HLC may be setup in a basic
lighting control system by using a Scene Switch:



In our example the Kitchen Switches and Great Room Switches are being
controlled by Scene Switches. The switches assigned to a Scene Switch
may be turned fully on, turned all off, or be set to 4 different scenes that
involve different dimming levels.

Kitchen/Breakfast Room 
Scene Switch

ON BUTTON 
All lights on for setting the
table or cleaning up. Full
brightness allows you to see
what you are doing.

A BUTTON 
Morning scene for cooking
and eating breakfast before
school/work. The lights are
dimmed to provide gentle light
to wake up and get moving.

B BUTTON 
Evening scene for dinner. The
lights are set in a subdued
setting perfect for casual
dining.

C BUTTON 
Homework scene. Turns off
most of the lights in the

Great Room
Scene Switch

ON BUTTON 
Full brightness for finding
those keys or remote.

A BUTTON 
A reading scene for glare-free
reading.

B BUTTON 
Movie scene to adjust lights
for best contrast on the wide-
screen.

C BUTTON 
Party scene to adjust your
lights for the proper party
atmosphere.

D BUTTON 
Nightcap scene for evenings
when a nightcap may be
enjoyed by the fireplace.
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kitchen, but fully illuminates
the area over the breakfast
room table.

D BUTTON 
Birthday & Party scene. The
lights are set to provide just
enough light to enjoy the
candles.

OFF BUTTON 
All lights are turned off.

OFF BUTTON 
All lights are turned off.
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